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Problem Statement and Aim of the Research

PROBLEM: Fraudsters fake installations of an App in order to claim monetary incentives 
from the developers company. 
SOLUTION: An automatic intelligent system for detecting fraud during mobile App install
BENEFIT: The company saves marketing money that would be stolen by the fraudsters => this is of great 
significance.  



Challenge: Data types



Challenge: Data heterogeneity 



Feature engineering: resolving data 
heterogeneity
Stage I – Data Scaling



Feature 
engineering: 
resolving data 
heterogeneity

u Knowledge Base formation

u Data Base formation

u Fraudster fingerprint (patterns 
and characteristics) formation

u Classification

Stage II:



Feature values after applying the proposed 
data heterogeneity resolution 

Homogeneous data obtained from the use of the heterogeneity 
data resolution method for each user



System structure



Experimental Results

Example of user action from the test set

u System implemented in TensorFlow

u We use 3-layer fully connected DNN

u Training – 100 epochs, with dropout

u Results: accuracy of fraud detection is 82.76%



Our Algebraic Approach

• Glushkov’s algebraic school is known from early 70-th: 
automated theorem proving;

• Algebraic Programing System (1990): symbolic computations, 
rewriting rules technique; 

• Insertion Modeling (2000): generalization of transition 
systems interaction, theory of agents and environments;

• Behavior Algebra (2010) – symbolic modeling, predicate 
transformers theory, algebraic matching.



Behavior Algebra. Behavior
u Within the scope of the insertion modeling method we use 

the behavior algebra specifications for the formalization of 
the project introduced in 1997, by D. Gilbert and A. 
Letichevsky.

u The operations are the prefixing a.u (where a is an action 
and u is a behavior) and non-deterministic choice of 
behaviors u + v. The terminal constants are successful 
termination ∆, deadlock 0, and unknown behavior ⊥. The 
approximation relation ⊑ is a partial order on the set of 
behaviors.

u B0 = a1.a2.B1 + a3.B2, B1 = a4, B2 =… 

u The behavior algebra is also enriched by two operations: 
parallel (||) and sequential (;) compositions of behaviors.



Behavior Algebra. Actions.
u Every action is also defined by a couple, namely, the 

precondition and postcondition of an action, given as an 
expression in some formal theory.

Action(A,B) = (A > B) && !(A == 0) -> B = (B + 1)/A

The semantic of the action presented in C-like syntax means that 
if precondition (A > B) && !(A == 0) is true for concrete values of 
A and B or is satisfiable for symbolic (arbitrary) values of A and B, 
then we can change attribute B by the assignment B = (B + 1)/A. 
The action can be parametrized by the attributes used in the 
action’s conditions.

Action presented as MSC diagram. The transition between two 
states can be illustrated by MSC statement (message sending, 
local actions).



Example of Consensus Protocol

uThe nodes work concurrently and in terms of
insertion modeling, their high-level behavior B0
can be presented by the following behavior
algebra expression:

B0 = B;B0 + ∆,

B = NextTimeSlot.(B1 || B2 || … || Bn)

or B = NextTimeSlot.( || Bi, 1<=i<=n)

Bi = F || R || S,

F = f1.f2.B,

R = r1.R + r2.R + r3.R + B,

S = s1.S + s2.S + B



Example of Consensus Protocol
u During its time slot, each validator can perform the following concurrent actions:

u form a block during predefined time slot (f1), create references for other blocks, and 
send block (f2);

u receive blocks (r1) and send/receive positive gossip messages about the receiving of 
missed blocks (r2/r3);

u send/receive negative gossip messages about missed blocks in the previous time slot 
(s1/s2).

f1 = (timeslot == blockID) -> p(f1) (BlockCreation()),
f2 = 1 -> p(f2) (ReferenceCreation()),
r1 = ~(timeslot == blockID) -> p(r1) ReceiveBlock(),
r2 = 1 -> p(r2) (SendBlock()),
r3 = 1 -> p(r3) (ReceiveBlock()),
s1 = BlockMissed() -> p(s1) SendGossip(),
s2 = 1 -> p(s2) ReceiveGossip



Fraud detection

Fraud can reject the sending of block, set the wrong references, create two 
blocks in his time-slot, send incorrect block. 

Listener 
of the 

network

Converter to 
behavior 
algebra

Algebraic 
matching, 

checking the 
property

Data base of attacks 
behavior pattern

B1 = X;(f1.f2.f1.f2.Y),
B2 = X;(f1.f2.Y),
f2 = 1 -> <> (Block(timeSlot).ref == 
timeslot – n) && ( n >1)

Verdict (Attack 
confirmed)

Blocks, 
transactions
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Honest nodes create blocks that are connected without forking  
in ideal conditions 
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Forking can occur if previous block had delay in receiving but the next one 
already was generated.

The longest chain shall be selected for ledger.
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Fraud sends some identical transactions and fork the block that contain it. It 
looks like sending of delayed block.   
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If fraud controls more then 51 percent then he can delay block sending to 
honest nodes and the malicious chain can be selected, blocks 2 and 4 will be 
eliminated and malicious transactions will not be sent to the ledger
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u Modelling the malicious behavior of the fraud we can obtain the data with the following 
features:

u Timing: time taken for one block or one transaction, time between block creation;

u Amount of cryptocurrency that was sent or received;

u Graph data:  number of forking, length of possible chains, finalized blocks.

u These data depends from the current time slot defined for block creation. Model of 
classification shall contain this dependencies.

u If we have a classification model that accept blockchain data during protocol work then we can 
suspect malicious actions in the process until the algebraic formula confirm it or the result of 
classification
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Algebraic checking can detect the exactly defined malicious behavior. 

WRONG FORKING
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If fraud simulates forking that can be caused by block sending delay then 
algebraic checking can not define the attack explicitly but after classification 
of data this attack can be recognized     
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